COVID-19 Update

September 15, 2020
As of 09/14, emergency travel order applies to 16 states. Utah added; Florida, Idaho, North Carolina, Texas, Hawaii, and Nevada removed. Wisconsin may be added next week.

The District of Columbia has <10 daily cases per 100k

Note: *This state was on the designated list and is now under 15 daily cases per 100k residents, if these states stay below for another week, they will be taken off the list **Wisconsin is currently above the 15 avg. daily case per 100k resident threshold. Given the volatility of the daily data reports and the disruption that adding a neighboring state to the travel ordinance causes, Wisconsin will not be added to the travel ordinance until it records a second consecutive week above the threshold. ***Florida has been removed from the travel ordinance due to a data reporting anomaly earlier in the month that artificially kept it above the threshold.
New Daily COVID-19 Cases, Chicago

Current 263 new cases/day

Confirmed daily COVID-19 cases and 7-day rolling average

Does not reflect pending tests

Source: chi.gov/coronavirus
Testing and Percent Positivity, Chicago

Current Test Positivity

5.2%

Source: chi.gov/coronavirus
Chicago cases still disproportionately in Latinx Chicagoans but rates sharply declining
Chicago cases still disproportionately in younger adults; rates in 18-29 year-olds declining.
Hospitalizations and Deaths, Chicago

Source: chi.gov/coronavirus
COVID-19 Case Hot Spot Analysis

COVID-19 Case Hot and Cold Spots, by Census Tract
August 23, 2020 – September 5, 2020
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